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Abstract
Here we perform a literature analysis of publications in scientific literature using the term
“Free Energy Principle” or “Active Inference”, with an emphasis on works written by Karl J
Friston. For a subset of papers with accessible full texts, we performed manual annotation
(related to structural, visual, and mathematical features) and automated analyses (related
to the terms in the Active Inference Institute’s Active Inference Ontology). The initial
analysis here, at the scale of thousands of citations and hundreds of annotated papers, is
presented as a first step towards the development of systems which could:

● Encompass increased scope of relevant works, including non-textual

● Integrate multiple forms of annotation and participation

● Facilitate integration of manual and artificial contributions

● Feature richer interfaces for use in learning & research

● Address field-specific local questions and provide transferable approaches

● Speak to broader questions in the history and philosophy of science



Introduction

One of the primary driving forces of human curiosity is the desire to understand

intelligence and consciousness. This motivation has driven the establishment of collective

knowledge repositories and the development of an array of algorithms for implementation

in cyber-physical systems. Among the mathematical descriptions of learning and

decision-making, the Free Energy Principle (FEP) and Active Inference (ActInf) is a recent

advancement [1] which builds upon predictive processing and variational inference by

incorporating both perception and action into reducing overall uncertainty.

The Free Energy Principle (FEP) and associated process theory of ActInf have evolved

markedly over the last 20 years, developing a broad (and at times inchoate) range of

discourse. This FEP/ActInf scientific discourse is notable for its range of topics of discussion

(e.g. as summarized in the 2022 textbook [1]), and seemingly rapid rate of increase (a

pattern which is investigated in this paper). Active Inference is among a handful of other

fields that have undergone rapid evolution in the last two decades; other related fields that

have had similar transformations include the internet,, cybernetics, and artificial

intelligence [2]. In rapidly-changing fields, failures to develop educational and research

materials (a situation known as “research debt” [3]) can hamper the growth, accessibility,

rigor, and ultimately the value of a scientific development.

Several important textbooks [1,4], reviews [5–8], and retrospectives [9,10] are prominent

within the FEP/ActInf field. However these literature reviews and online-only resources

[11–13] usually feature narrative or topical reviews or perspectives, highlighting a subset of

relevant work (determined coarsely by citation count and public opinion). Conceptual

integration across even this restricted set of important works in the field can be

challenging, as over the years there are many researchers engaging with different

perspectives, amidst a background of theoretical developments. Researchers are engaging

with these FEP/ActInf ideas from many different applied, scientific, and philosophical

perspectives. Without a proper understanding of the historical and ongoing context of FEP
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& ActInf, researchers may waste time engaging with older iterations, hone in on problems

that have already been solved, or have increased friction in their attempts to learn and

apply these models.

When it comes to technology, the dominant preference is to interact with the most

advanced technological products, as well as view evaluations & contextualization of the

most recent products. This helps to ensure compatibility with other recent technologies

and across current platforms. Similarly, researchers should engage with the latest

developments of the FEP, or at the very least, models that are compatible with the current

system for optimal learning and applicability. While some overview, narrative, and focused

reviews of the FEP/ActInf literature exist [9,14], to our current knowledge there is no

empirical meta-analysis aimed at increasing the accessibility and comprehensibility of this

increasingly-important body of literature.

We set out to catalog, annotate, and analyze how the FEP and Actinf have developed

through time in order to facilitate this emerging area of transdisciplinary and applied

engagement. We undertook an analysis of literature related to the Free Energy Principle

and ActInf, in an effort to capture and present patterns in publication dynamics (e.g.

number of citations, citation networks) and language use (enabled by the Active Inference

Ontology, archived at [15]). This work is presented here with minimal narrative and

historical analysis, as future analyses will be enabled by improved scope and depth of

future iterations of the analysis pipeline.
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Methods

Citation discovery & Full text acquisition of open source papers

All code is available in a Knowledge Engineering Github repository, and interactive

visualizations are available at the Coda site.

Initially, we used Publish or Perish version 8 [16] for the terms “active inference” and/or

“free energy principle” as well as papers authored by Karl J. Friston, from 1990 through

2021, searched with Google Scholar. Results from all the searches were appended into the

same dataset, and de-duplicated manually based upon title matching.

To reduce the scope of our initial analysis to open source accessible papers, we used the

BioPython API [17] to query for open source publications with titles and/or abstracts

containing the terms “active inference” and/or “free energy principle” listed in the NCBI

Pubmed Database (Figure 1). Further in-depth analysis and annotation were carried out

using this dataset of open source papers.

Figure 1. Process overview of the methodology of our pipeline and analysis.
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For the set of papers on Pubmed, the available metadata was obtained, including title,

abstract, authors, year, and DOI (when available), using the BioPython API and imported

using Python and the Pandas library. Citation metrics (from the larger Publish or Perish

citation initial analysis) were merged with these data and used to evaluate the number and

annual rate of citations for each paper.

PDF files corresponding to each publication were manually downloaded and given a

content identifier (CID). Each paper full text PDF corresponded to an entry in an

accompanying CSV which contained relevant metadata, including authors, year of

publication, and a plain-text abstract. This accompanying CSV was used as an input for the

PDF extraction script built specifically for this project (see below).

PDF text extraction

A PDF scraping script was written in Python using the PyPDF2 package [18,19]. PyPDF2

offers simplified text extraction from PDFs of various specifications. Given that the

simplified text extraction of PyPDF2 makes no attempt to restructure plain text, the script

was written to remove all special characters and spaces in order to form single contiguous

blocks before searching for keywords and keyphrases. The script’s inputs included a list of

ontology terms (74 core terms, 250 supplement terms, and 74 entailed terms, archived at

[15]) as a comma separated values file (CSV), a list of PDF files (in CSV format) with a

corresponding folder of PDFs, and parameters for where to place results and error logs.

Ontology term frequency analysis

The script first generates a map of document keys which holds all necessary information

for accessing a file and temporarily containing its results, and then extracts the ontology

terms from each document’s plain-text abstract and from the PDF itself using the PyPDF2

library. The results from each PDF are exported before the script moves to the next

document, and compiled in a CSV output file containing frequency counts from both the

plain-text abstract and PDF file for each document parsed. After initial production of the
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term frequency data, manual confirmatory analysis using PDF text-search affordances, in

comparison with automated keyword counting, did not reveal any strong pattern over- or

under-counting of term frequency (see discussion of PDF analysis in the Limitations).

Text annotation

Papers that were analyzed for term usage, were also manually annotated with the following

information (Figure 2): # Figures (count of Figures), Figures with equations? (are there

equations within Figures), # Equations (written formalisms in the paper), # Tables (number

of tables in the paper), # Supplements (number of extra files), # Boxes (number of boxes in

the paper), Citation (estimated number of citations), Citations/Year (estimated citations

divided by age).

Figure 2. Manual annotation view of the publications used for analysis. Displayed columns are: CID (Content
Identifier), DOI (Digital Object Identifier), pmid (PubMed ID), Title (title of the paper), Abstract (full text of the
Abstract of the paper), First Author (name of first author), Year (publication year), Journal (publication journal),
Authors (list of all authors), # Authors (count of authors), # Figures (count of Figures), Figures with equations?
(are there equations within Figures), # Equations (written formalisms in the paper), # Tables (number of tables
in the paper), # Supplements (number of extra files), # Boxes (number of boxes in the paper), Citation
(estimated number of citations), Citations/Year (estimated citations divided by age), File (link to stored copy of
the file).
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Citation network analysis

Research Rabbit [20] was used to analyze citations and construct an co-citation network of

the focal set of papers (where nodes represent publications, and edges reflect an instance

of one paper citing another). This software produced a JSON file containing all papers in our

final dataset as nodes (file available at the code repository), and was visualized in Figure 3.

Coda Implementation

Analysis: The outputs from PubMed, Publish or Perish, PDF analysis, and manual

annotation were merged into a single Coda table where each citation was given a content

identifier (CID). A list of authors, consisting of all the co-authors of all ingressed papers, was

generated. The Active Inference Ontology [21] was downloaded and terms were isolated.

Visualization and Scaling: Coda was used to build reflexive analyses and figures that will be

automatically updated as the dataset develops and expands. Additional papers can be

added to the dataset, by anyone, by using the form in coda found at the following link [21].

Results

Citation discovery & acquisition

The initial search with Publish or Perish for the terms “active inference” and/or “free energy

principle”, or a publication by Karl Friston, resulted in 2894 unique citations (archived file at

[15]).

Automated and Manual citation full text annotation

From the large corpus of FEP/ActInf citations, we focused our analysis on an initial set of

237 papers via PubMed. This was the dataset used for subsequent analyses, all of which

are presented as an early presentation of a pipeline that can re-render results as new

papers and annotations are added (see Limitations).
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ResearchRabbit analysis (Figure 3) showed patterns of citation among the papers. No

quantitative analysis was performed on this citation network dataset, however the raw

output files are provided for future analysis.

Figure 3. Citation network, by ResearchRabbit. Nodes are papers, identified as (First author, Year). Edges are

citations between papers. Data available at Github.

We used our initial, broader citation search in order to identify citation trends among the

papers. Figure 4 demonstrates that the most highly cited publications in our open source

dataset were from 2013, and all included Karl J. Friston as an author. Shifting our

perspective from highly cited papers to highly cited first authors (Figure 5) reveals that the
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three most highly cited first authors were Karl J. Friston, Rick A. Adams, and Harriet R.

Brown.

Figure 4: Citation Heatmap. A portion of the coda table found at the Coda site, conditionally formatted based

on the number of times each paper has been cited. The number of citations is presented in a rainbow scale,

increasing in proportion to the wavelength of the color in the visible spectrum (i.e. purple is the lowest and red

is the highest). (a) The first eight rows sorted by citations per year (b) The first six rows sorted by number of

citations
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Figure 5: First Author Citations. Citations of open source publications related to active inference and/or the free

energy principle, totaled for each first author. The number of citations each first author has received is

proportional to the size of the slice of the pie graph. The entire table, including reflexive updates and all

underlying data can be found at the Coda site.

Interestingly, when analyzing the number of citations per year for first author papers, Karl J.

Friston is not ranked within the top five (Figure 6). The top five first authors with the highest

average citations per year are, in order: Phillip Sterzer (109.3), R.L. Carhart-Harris (108.5),

Michael Kirchoff (89), Giovanni Pezzulo (71.5), and Maxwell Ramstead (58.2). Of these first

authors with the highest number of citations per year, Giovanni Pezzulo was an author of

one of the most highly cited ActInf papers of all time (Figure 4b). Three of these first

authors (Maxwell Ramstead, Phillip Sterzer, and R.L Carhart-Harris) correspond to

publications with the highest number of citations per year (Figure 7). The papers with the

highest number of citations per year were all published between 2018-2020 (Figure 7).
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Figure 6: First Author Citations per Year. The average number of citations per year was calculated for each first

author. The average number of citations per year for each first author is proportional to the size of the slice of

the pie graph. The entire table, including reflexive updates and all underlying data can be found at the Coda

site.

Figure 7: Citations per Year Heatmap. A portion of the Coda site conditionally formatted based on the average

number of citations per year. The number of citations per year is presented in a rainbow scale, increasing in

proportion to the wavelength of the color in the visible spectrum (i.e. purple is the lowest and red is the

highest). (a) The first eight rows sorted by Citations. (b) The first six rows are sorted by Citations per Year
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Active Inference Ontology analysis

A frequency map was created which illustrates the sum of the use of all Active Inference

ontology terms within each publication (DOI; Figure 8). Analysis of the ontology terms

provided a view of term frequency through time (Figure 9). Figure 9A illustrates that all core

ontology terms (see Coda site and [22]) increased in use frequency over time. Figure 9B and

10 illustrate how this analysis can be used to drill down to specific terms and identify

periods associated with a term’s broad adoption in the literature and/ or field of study

overall.

Orange Data Mining software [23] was used to visualize and cluster the ontology term use

across papers for Figure 10.

Figure 8. Heatmap from the Coda site of Active Inference Ontology term usage. Rows are papers (identified by

DOI), columns are terms in the Active Inference Ontology, and cells are red proportionately to use of that term

in the paper.
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Figure 9. Term use over time. The terms from the active inference ontology were cataloged within each
document and summarized across all documents in the open source dataset. (a) All terms from the Active
Inference Institute core ontology plotted by frequency and year on a logarithmic scale (b) Select core ontology
terms plotted by frequency and year on a linear scale. These terms were selected to evaluate in more detail
because of their relevance to highly cited publications (Figure J). The entire table, including reflexive updates
and all underlying data can be found at the Coda site.

Figure 10. Heatmap of Ontology terms. Columns are papers (identified by content ID), rows are single or
clustered ontology terms (K=30 clustering). Cells are colored according to their use in the paper, ranging from
zero uses (purple) to 394 uses (yellow).
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Discussion

Summary

Authorship Trends

Karl J. Friston is the center figure in the set of papers analyzed here, in terms of number of

papers and citation intensity. Overall, many of the most highly cited first authors (Figure 5)

correspond to the most highly cited papers (Figure 4) in our dataset. When evaluating

authorship by the number of first author citations per year, the landscape shifts

dramatically (Figure 6). While Professor Friston’s first author papers have enough citations

per year to put him on the chart, this number is surpassed by the citations per year for P.

Sterzer, G. Pezzulo, M. Kirchoff, R.L. Carhart-Harris, and others.

Citation Trends

As expected, the top six most cited papers in our open-source dataset all included Karl J.

Friston as an author (Figure 4). These papers included, in order: “Life as we know it”

(Friston 2013) [24], “The computational anatomy of psychosis” (Adams et al., 2013a) [25],

“Predictions not commands: active inference in the motor system” (Adams et al., 2013b)

[26], “Perceptions as hypotheses: saccades as experiments” (Friston et al., 2012) [27],

“Reinforcement learning or active inference?” (Friston et al., 2009) [28], and “Active

inference, homeostatic regulation, and adaptive behavioural control” (Pezzulo et al., 2015)

[29]. Half of these papers were from 2013, which corresponds to the beginning of

something analogous to a Cambrian explosion in the field of ActInf. Since that time, we

have seen the number of papers increase exponentially (Figure 11). The frequency of the

Active Inference Institute core ontology terms has also increased exponentially through the

years since 2013 (Figure 9). We can infer that the increase in the frequency of ontology

term use over time corresponds to the increased numbers of relevant papers through time

(Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Number of papers published per year (indexed on Google Scholar) mentioning “Active Inference” or

“Free Energy Principle”, or with Karl Friston as co-author.

The most highly cited papers in our dataset are all seminal works in the field. The work of

Friston et al. (2009) develops an adaptive agent that can solve a dynamic programming

benchmark- the mountain-car problem, using ActInf under the FEP (Friston et al., 2009).

Friston et al. (2012) model eye saccades as experiments that gather data which test

hypotheses about the underlying causes of the data, thus demonstrating that visual search

can be motivated by minimizing the entropy of the world’s hidden states. In the most highly

cited work in our dataset, Friston (2013) provides evidence that homeostasis and

autopoiesis are properties of ergodic random dynamical systems possessing a Markov

blanket, which renders internal states conditionally independent from external states

(Friston 2013). The work of Adams et al. (2013a) models psychotic symptoms as a deviation

from normal, Bayes-optimal action and perception- specifically as a reduction in the

precision of beliefs relative to sensory evidence. In the work of Adams et al. (2013b), motor

behavior is modeled under the framework of ActInf, with the motor cortex sending
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proprioceptive predictions as opposed to motor commands. The work of Pezzulo et al.

(2015) unifies the behavioral theory of ActInf- a Bayesian, probabilistic formulation of

perception and action- with the many associative learning (Pavlovian, habitual,

goal-directed) theories that underlie homeostatic and behavioral control (Pezzulo et al.,

2015)

Examining the citation trends through the lens of citation number per year provides an

alternative view of heavily cited papers by placing newer articles on equal footing with

many of the seminal articles in the field. The six papers in our dataset with the highest

number of citations per year (Figure 7) include, in order: “A tale of two densities: active

inference is enactive inference” (Ramstead et al., 2020) [30], “The predictive coding account

of psychosis” (Sterzer et al., 2018) [31], “Rebus and the anarchic brain: towards a unified

model of the brain action of psychedelics” (Carhart-Harris & Friston, 2019) [32], “Markov

blankets, information geometry, and stochastic thermodynamics” (Parr et al., 2019) [33],

“Deeply felt affect: the emergence of valence in deep active inference” (Hesp et al., 2020)

[34], “From cognitivism to autopoiesis: a computational framework for the embodied mind”

(Friston & Allen, 2018) [35]. In these highly cited papers, Karl J. Friston is an author on all

except one: “The predictive coding account of psychosis.” Whereas the set of papers with

the most citations largely comprised early work in the field, the papers with the most

citations per year in our dataset were all written between 2018 and 2020.

These recent highly cited works are critical in the field for different reasons. Ramstead et

al. (2020) clarified how generative models and variational densities had been largely

misinterpreted in the literature because of the confusion between ActInf and the FEP, and

alternative Bayesian frameworks such as predictive coding. Sterzer et al. (2018) relate the

predictive coding mechanism of brain function to the aberrant neurotransmission and

phenomenology that is seen in psychosis. Carhart-Harris & Friston (2019) integrate the

entropic brain hypothesis and the FEP to account for the consciousness-altering action of

psychedelics with a unified model of altered brain activity. Parr et al. (2019) posit the

information geometry of the Markov blanket as the foundation for describing the
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relationships between inference, information, and thermodynamics. Hesp et al. (2020)

provides a unified account of mental action, affect, and metacognition, which is founded on

the scaffold of deep active inference. Friston & Allen (2018) review predictive processing

and identify a schism between enactive and embodied approaches, which they begin to

unify through the FEP.

Ontology Trends

The salience of the highly cited papers identified above demonstrates that meta-analyses

can identify key pivot-points in nascent fields such as ActInf. Similarly, the evaluation of

term frequency can also be leveraged to identify trends and critical changes in the field

through time. For example, Figure 9B highlights the frequency of some selected terms

corresponding to the highly cited publications from 2018-2020, described above. Here it

can be seen that the frequency of the term Information Geometry increased following the

publication by Parr et al., 2019 which focused on the significance of the information

geometry of the Markov blanket. Similarly, use of the term Cognitivism in the active

inference literature has increased since the related publication by Friston & Allen (2018).

Furthermore, the Hesp et al., 2020 publication leveraged the Hierarchical Model of

Sophisticated Inference, and both of these terms increased in frequency leading up to and

following the release of this publication.

Limitations & Future approaches

Citation discovery & acquisition

Data availability was limited for Publish or Perish (citation) as well as PubMed (citation). For

example, several open source papers from the open source PubMed dataset were not

listed in the Publish or Perish data, despite identical terms used for the search. PubMed

data did not always contain the DOI. Therefore, there was a great degree of manual
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curation for these data. Many papers in the FEP and ActInf literature are not available open

source. The open source restriction in the PubMed query reduced the number of papers

from ~3000 in the Publish or Perish dataset to ~220 papers that were pushed to the

analysis pipeline.

The pipeline and online data will continue to be stewarded by the Active Inference Institute,

and we expect to update the ontology and online figures continually, with volunteer and

employee efforts. We will simplify PDF upload and metadata annotation through the online

software Coda, and it is our hope that authors who wish to have their data included in

future renditions of these analyses will upload their articles to our database.

Manual annotation

Current manual annotation of paper structure (e.g. number of Tables, Figures, Equations,

Supplemental files) was presented as preliminary, in recognition of the many challenges

facing the development of reliable and accessible crowdsourcing systems [36–38]. Future

iterations of this system could incorporate best practices in distributed scholarship, to

facilitate the addition, verification, integration, and presentation of massive annotation

databases. Already however, the initial manual annotation provides helpful functionality to

the seeker by for example, allowing one to restrict their focus only to papers which do or

do not have equations (including equations within figures, a common style in the ActInf/FEP

literature considered).

PDF text

The Portable Document Format (PDF) is styled and rendered for display, and is not always

amenable for conversion to plain-text. This creates numerous information quality

complications in bibliometric analysis. For example, some papers could not be scraped with

our existing methods and therefore the number of ontology terms isn’t listed in the

outcomes. Not all documents could be guaranteed to include the contents of their plain

text abstract verbatim in their corresponding PDF, nor can it be guaranteed that, if they did,
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keyword extraction would be free of false negatives (due to e.g. a hyphenated word), thus,

abstract count and document count were kept as separate metrics. Due to the difficulties

communicated above, we cannot be completely certain of accurate keyword extraction.

Despite the PDF’s central role as standardized file type used for academic publishing, PDFs

are notably difficult to computationally parse. This challenge has implications for the

accessibility, rigor, and security of research contained in PDFs [39–41]. The PDF

specification has myriad versions and complexities, and, given that these specifications can

contain hundreds of pages of details, not all PDF implementations are strictly following the

specifications of the version they are marked as [42]. Even where specifications are strictly

followed, there are still serious challenges due to the presence of multiple forms of difficult

to extract or difficult to reconstruct text elements, including, but not limited to, page

numbers, page headers and footers, text within tables, hidden text, form inputs, text within

images, paragraph text placed as images, image captions, noncontiguous paragraph text,

and ligatures [43]. Further, the fact that PDFs are (generally) used to render styled and

subjective content and that there are numerous use-cases for extraction means that there

cannot be a general computational method for verification of what constitutes “correct”

output to linear plain-text. Standardization of publication styling and format could

theoretically address these problems for future publications, though that standardization

may adversely impact the aesthetics (and content) of creators and publishers and adoption

would represent its own challenges. We suggest that affordances for annotation and

related standards may provide opportunities to improve the time-to-impact and reduce

complications of bibliometric study [44,45].

Ontology term analysis

The current ontology contains nested terms, for example “Free Energy Principle” and “Free

Energy”. Based on the simple syntactic system we implemented for this work, the count for

“Free Energy” also contains “Free Energy Principle”. In many articles, terms are abbreviated

with an acronym, such as FEP for Free Energy Principle. This analysis does not account for
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acronym usage. In the ActInf and FEP literature, multiple terms are often used by authors

to denote the same thing (i.e. observation, outcome, sensory outcome). The current

ontology typically only accounts for one of the possible terms. Future renditions of the

ontology (and subsequent literature analysis) should account for possible meaning overlap

between terms, as well as acronym usage, alternative spellings (e.g. American and British

English), and non-English languages.

Next steps

Some specific next steps are described above, in relation to the Limitations they address.

Some further directions of development include:

● Analysis of per-author and overall linguistic patterns, to identify trends and

changepoints in language use (term frequency, co-occurrence, etc).

● The citation network analysis presented could be expanded in scope (e.g. including

more citations), and connected more closely with linguistic analyses. For example,

what are the patterns of language use in papers that are citation network outliers

(e.g. with more or less connectivity to other ActInf citations)?

● Development of practices around using the results of bibliographic analyses, in daily

education and research settings.

Conclusion

The evolution of fields such as mathematics, biology, and others demonstrates how the

significant findings of prominent individuals have had a substantial historical impact.

Looking back, we can see how these contributions introduced new methods and
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vocabulary across deep time. Computational meta-analyses, such as the work presented

here, allow us to track author impacts and vocabulary changes in real time, increasing the

ability to sensemake and act in a rapidly developing epistemic niche. The ongoing

stewardship of this project should offer continuity and facilitate the deployment of

rigorous, accessible research products and interfaces going forward. Voluntary

contributions to data for this pipeline are encouraged via submission through the form at

the following Coda link.

Code Availability & Maintenance

All code is available in the Active Inference Institute Github repository titled “Knowledge

Engineering” (https://github.com/ActiveInferenceInstitute/Knowledge-Engineering [15]). The

stewards of this pipeline and project from 2023 on, will be the Active Inference Institute.
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